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Fast and Accurate Hierarchical Radiosity
Using Global Visibility

Frédo Durand, George Drettakis and Claude Puech

iMAGIS - GRAVIR / IMAG - INRIA

Recent hierarchical global illumination algorithms permit the generation of images with a high degree of realism.

Nonetheless, appropriate refinement of light transfers, high quality meshing and accurate visibility calculation

can be challenging tasks. This is particularly true for scenes containing multiple light sources and scenes lit

mainly by indirect light. We present solutions to these problems by extending a global visibility data structure,

the Visibility Skeleton. This extension allows us to calculate exact point-to-polygon form-factors at vertices

created by subdivision. The structure also provides visibility information for all light interactions, allowing

intelligent refinement strategies. High-quality meshing is effected based on a perceptually-based ranking strategy

which results in appropriate insertions of discontinuity curves into the meshes representing illumination. We

introduce a hierarchy of triangulations which allows the generation of a hierarchical radiosity solution using

accurate visibility and meshing. Results of our implementation show that our new algorithm produces high

quality view-independent lighting solutions for direct illumination, for scenes with multiple lights and also scenes

lit mainly by indirect illumination.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.3.7 [Computing Methodologies]: Computer Graphics—Three-Dimensional

Graphics and Realism

General Terms: Global Illumination, Global Visibility

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Hierarchical Radiosity, Form Factor Calculation, Discontinuity Meshing,

Hierarchical Triangulation, Perception

1. INTRODUCTION AND PREVIOUS WORK

Recent advances in global illumination, such as hierarchical radiosity [Hanrahan et al.

1991] and its combination with discontinuity meshing [Lischinski et al. 1993] have resulted

in high quality lighting simulations. These lighting simulations are view independent and

are suitable for walkthroughs. The quality of the resulting illumination is important every-

where in the scene, since the user can, for example, approach a shadow of an object and

see its details.

Despite the high quality of existing techniques, certain aspects of these algorithms are

still suboptimal. In particular, deciding when a light-transfer is refined appropriately, and

thus computed with higher precision is a hard decision; current algorithms ([Hanrahan

et al. 1991; Lischinski et al. 1994; Gibson and Hubbold 1996] etc.) include methods based

on error bounds which in many cases prove insufficient. Creating a mesh to represent light-

ing variations accurately (notably for shadows) is hard; discontinuity meshing approaches

[Lischinski et al. 1993; Drettakis and Sillion 1996] have proposed some solutions for these
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issues which are however often limited in their applicability. Recent approaches (e.g.,

[Christensen et al. 1996; Ureña and Torres 1997]) avoid this problem by performing a

view-dependent, ray-casting “final gather”; view-independence and the capacity for in-

teractive display and walkthroughs are thus sacrificed. Accurate visibility calculation is

also fundamentally hard, since we have to consider the potential interaction between all

polygons in the scene for global illumination.

The above three problems, visibility, refinement and meshing are accentuated in the fol-

lowing two lighting configurations: scenes lit by multiple sources and scenes lit mainly by

indirect illumination. In this paper we present a new algorithm which addresses the three

shortcomings mentioned above. For all three problems, refinement, meshing and visibil-

ity previous approaches lack information on accurate global visibility relationships in the

scene. This information is provided by the Visibility Skeleton [Durand et al. 1997]. To

achieve our goal, we first extend the Skeleton to provide visibility information at vertices

resulting from subdivision of the original input surfaces. The extended Skeleton allows

the fast computation of exact point-to-polygon form-factors for any point-polygon pair in

the scene. In addition, all visibility information (blockers and all discontinuity surfaces) is

available for any polygon-polygon pair.

This global visibility information allows us to develop an intelligent refinement strategy,

since we have knowledge of visibility information for all light transfers from the outset.

We can rank discontinuity surfaces between any two hierarchical elements (polygons or

patches resulting from their subdivision), using perceptually-based techniques [Gibson and

Hubbold 1997]; thus only discontinuities which are visually important are considered. An

appropriate mesh is created using these discontinuities; illumination is represented very ac-

curately resulting in high-quality, view-independent meshes. To achieve this in the context

of a hierarchical radiosity algorithm, we have introduced a hierarchy of triangulations data

structure. Radiosity is gathered and stored at vertices, since the extended Skeleton provides

us with the exact vertex-to-polygon form-factor. An appropriate multi-resolution push-pull

procedure is introduced. The high-quality mesh, the exact form-factor calculation and the

hierarchical triangulation result in lighting simulation with accurate visibility.

Our approach is particularly well-suited for the case of multiple sources since the discon-

tinuity ranking operates simultaneously on all light energy arriving at a receiver. Indirect

illumination is also handled very well, since visibility information, and thus the refinement

and meshing strategies as well as the form-factor computation apply equally well to all

interactions, i.e., both direct (from the sources) and indirect (reflected light). Examples of

these two cases are shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1(a) we see a scene lit by 10 separate light

sources, where the multiple shadows are visible but the mesh complexity is reasonable (see

Table 2, in Section 7.2). In Fig. 1(b) we see a room lit mainly by indirect lighting; notice

the high quality shadows created entirely by indirect light (e.g., on the far wall from the

books and lamp).

1.1 Previous Work

The new algorithm we present here is in a certain sense an extension of hierarchical radios-

ity, using visibility structures, advanced meshing techniques and perceptually-based subdi-

vision. We briefly review hierarchical radiosity methods, accurate visibility techniques and

related visibility-based refinement for lighting algorithms and finally perceptually-based

refinement for illumination.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Images computed using our new hierarchical radiosity algorithm based on the extended Visibility Skele-

ton and hierarchical triangulations. (a) A scene with multiple sources. The skeleton construction took 2min 23s

and the lighting simulation 8min. (b) A scene mainly lit by indirect light. The skeleton construction took 4min

12s and the lighting simulation 6min 58s. Note the shadows caused by indirect illumination, cast by the books on

the back wall.

1.1.1 Hierarchical radiosity . The hierarchical radiosity algorithm [Hanrahan et al. 1991]

allows efficient calculation of global illumination. Lighting calculations are limited to a

user-specified level of accuracy, by means of hierarchically subdividing the polygons in

the scene into a quadtree, and creating light-transfer “links” at the appropriate levels of the

hierarchy. In the original hierarchical radiosity solution [Hanrahan et al. 1991], radiosity

is considered constant over each quadtree element. The rectangular nature of the quadtree,

and the constant reconstruction result in the need for very fine subdivision for high quality

image generation (high quality shadows etc.).

Higher-order (non-constant) methods have also been introduced, notably in the context

of wavelet-based solutions [Gortler et al. 1993]. The wavelet-based radiosity solutions

presented to date typically operate on discontinuous bases, resulting in visible discontinu-

ities if the solution is displayed directly (e.g., [Christensen et al. 1996]). Zatz [Zatz 1993]

used a Galerkin-type method and shadow masks to improve the quality of the shadows

generated. To avoid the problem of discontinuous representations the “final gather” step

was introduced by [Reichert 1992] and used for wavelet solutions (e.g., [Christensen et al.

1996]). A final gather step consists of creating a ray-cast image, by querying the object-

space visibility and lighting information to calculate illumination at each pixel [Ureña and

Torres 1997]. This approach allows the generation of high quality images from a coarse

lighting simulation, at an additional (frequently high) cost. The solution thus becomes

view-dependent, and interactive display and walkthrough capability are lost.

More recently, Bekaert et al. have presented an efficient algorithm which combines hier-

archical radiosity and Monte-Carlo radiosity [Bekaert et al. 1998]. However, the stochastic

nature of the algorithm makes it difficult to refine along shadow boundaries.

1.1.2 Accurate Visibility and Image Quality. The accurate calculation of visibility in

a lighting simulation is essential: both the numerical quality of the simulation and the

visual quality of the resulting image depend on it. The exact computation of visibility

between two patches in a scene or between a patch and a point requires the treatment of
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visual events. Visual events are caused at boundaries in a scene where the visibility of one

object changes with respect to a point of view. Such events occur at visibility boundaries

generated by the interaction between vertices and edges of the environment (see Section

2). In the case of the view of a light source, these boundaries correspond to the limits of

umbra and penumbra. By choosing certain of these boundaries and using them to guide the

(irregular) mesh structure, discontinuity meshing lighting algorithms have been introduced

resulting in more visually accurate images (e.g., [Heckbert 1992; Lischinski et al. 1992]).

In the vision literature, visual events have been extensively studied [Plantinga and Dyer

1990; Gigus et al. 1991]. The aspect graph structure completely encodes all visibility

events in a scene. The determination of the visible part of an area light source in computer

graphics is exactly the calculation of the aspect of the light at a given point. Algorithms

performing this operation by building the complete discontinuity mesh and the backpro-

jection data structure (encoding the source aspect) have been presented (e.g., [Teller 1992;

Drettakis and Fiume 1994; Stewart and Ghali 1994]). The full discontinuity mesh and

backprojection allows the computation of the exact point-to-area form-factor with respect

to an area light source. Nonetheless, these methods suffer from numerical problems due

to the required intersections between the discontinuity surfaces and the scene polygons,

complicated data-structures to represent the highly irregular meshes and excessive compu-

tational requirements. The Visibility Complex [Durand et al. 1996] and its simplification,

the Visibility Skeleton [Durand et al. 1997], present complete, global visibility information

between any pair of polygons. We have chosen to use the Visibility Skeleton because of

its flexibility, relative robustness (compared to discontinuity meshing) and ease-of-use. A

review of necessary machinery from the Skeleton used here is presented in Section 2.

1.2 Visibility-Based Refinement Strategies for Radiosity

In the Hierarchical Radiosity algorithm, mesh subdivision is effected through link refine-

ment. The original algorithm used a BFV criterion (radiosity times form-factor modulated

by a visibility factor V for partially occluded links). The resulting meshes are often too

fine in unoccluded regions, and do not always represent fine shadow details well.

Refinement strategies based on error bounds [Lischinski et al. 1994; Gibson and Hub-

bold 1996] have improved the quality of the meshes and the simulation compared to the

BFV criterion. Conservative visibility determination in architectural scenes [Teller and

Hanrahan 1993], accurately characterises links as visible, invisible or partially visible. This

triage guides subdivision, allowing finer subdivision in partially illuminated regions.

Discontinuity meshing clearly improves the visual quality of images generated by light-

ing simulation [Lischinski et al. 1992; Heckbert 1992; Drettakis and Fiume 1994], since

the mesh used to represent illumination follows the actual shadow boundaries, instead of

finely subdividing a quadtree which attempts to approximate the boundary. One problem

is the extremely large number of discontinuities. Tampieri [Tampieri 1993] attempted to

limit the number of discontinuity lines inserted, by sampling the illumination along the

discontinuities and only inserting those with radiosity values differing more than an prede-

fined threshold. In the context of progressive refinement radiosity, Stuerzlinger [Sturzlinger

1994], only inserted discontinuities at a second level of a regular quadrilateral adaptive

subdivision, once a ray-casting step has classified the region as important. The only dis-

continuities inserted were those due to the blocker identified by the ray caster.

Several methods combining discontinuity meshing with hierarchical radiosity have been

presented [Lischinski et al. 1993; Drettakis and Sillion 1996; Hardt and Teller 1996; Boua-
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touch and Pattanaik 1995]. Hardt and Teller [Hardt and Teller 1996] present an approach in

which potential discontinuities from all surfaces are considered, without actually intersect-

ing them with the blockers. Potential discontinuities are ranked, and those deemed most

important are inserted and the lowest level of the quadtree. In [Drettakis and Sillion 1996]

the backprojection information is used in the complete discontinuity mesh creating a large

number of small triangles. Exact form-factors of the primary source are then computed at

the vertices of these triangles. The triangles are then clustered into a hierarchy. Standard

[Hanrahan et al. 1991] constant-element hierarchical radiosity follows. The previously

cited problems of discontinuity meshing, the expensive clustering step and the fact that the

inner nodes of the hierarchy often overlap, limit the applicability of this approach to small

models. The only other hierarchical radiosity method with gathering at vertices is that of

Martin et al. [Martin et al. 1997], which requires a radiosity value at each vertex, and a

complex push procedure.

The algorithm of Lischinski et al. [Lischinski et al. 1993] is much more complete and

relevant to our work. The basis of this approach is to separate the light simulation and

rendering steps. This idea is similar in spirit to the use of a “final gather” step. Lischinski

et al.first compute a “global pass” by creating 2D BSP trees on scene polygons subdivided

by choosing important discontinuities exclusively due to the primary sources. The 2D BSP

tree often incurs long splits and consequently long or thin triangles, which are inappro-

priate for high quality lighting simulation. The second, view independent, “local pass”

recomputes illumination at the vertices of a triangulated subdivision of the leaf elements of

the BSP tree. To achieve high quality images, the cost of triangulation and shading (light

recomputation at vertices using “method D” [Lischinski et al. 1993] ), is higher than that

of the actual lighting simulation (if we ignore the initial linking step).

1.3 Perceptually Based Refinement

Recently, perceptually-based error metrics have been used to reduce the number of el-

ements required to accurately represent illumination (e.g., [Gibson and Hubbold 1997;

Hedley et al. 1997]). Tone-reproduction approaches [Tumblin and Rushmeier 1993; Ward

1994] are used to map calculated radiosity values to display values which convey a per-

ceptual effect closer to that perceived by a real world viewer. Since display devices have

limited dynamic range compared to real world luminance values, the choice of this map-

ping is very important. The tone reproduction mappings of [Tumblin and Rushmeier 1993;

Ward 1994] depend on two parameters: a world adaptation level which corresponds loosely

to the brightness level at which a hypothetical observer’s eye has adapted, and a display

adaptation level which corresponds to the brightness displayed on the screen. Choice of

these parameters affects what will be displayed, and, more importantly, which differences

in radiosities will actually be perceptible in the final image. Most notably, one can define

a “just noticeable difference” using this mapping. In the context of lighting, a just no-

ticeable difference would correspond to the smallest difference in radiosity values, which

once transformed via tone reproduction, will be visible to the viewer of the display. Dis-

play adaptation is typically a fixed value (e.g., half the maximum display luminance [Ward

1994]), while the world adaptation level can be chosen in a number of different ways.

Using static adaptation [Gibson and Hubbold 1997], one uses an average which is in-

dependent of where the observer is looking, while dynamic adaptation (which is closer to

reality) changes depending on where the observer is looking. Gibson and Hubbold [Gibson

and Hubbold 1997] use tone reproduction to guide subdivision in a progressive refinement
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radiosity approach, thus allowing a subdivision only if the result will be “just noticeable”.

Hedley et al. [Hedley et al. 1997], in a similar spirit, use a tone mapping operator

to determine whether a discontinuity should be inserted into a lighting simulation mesh.

This is performed by sampling across the discontinuity (in a manner similar to that of

Tampieri [Tampieri 1993]), but also orthogonally across the discontinuities. This results in

an important reduction of discontinuities without loss of visual quality.

1.4 Paper Overview

Previous algorithms surveyed above provide view-independent lighting simulations which

are acceptable for many situations. In particular, quadtree based hierarchical radiosity

provides fast solutions of moderate quality, even for scenes mainly lit indirectly. Nonethe-

less, in walkthroughs the observer often approaches regions of shadow, and in these cases

the lack of shadow precision is objectionable. Previous approaches based on disconti-

nuity meshing alleviate this problem for direct lighting, but rapidly become impractical

for scenes with many lights, or for which indirect lighting is dominant. Their limitations

are due to the sheer number of discontinuity surfaces that need to be considered when

computing indirect illumination and the complexity of the meshes which result. These is-

sues are discussed in [Lischinski et al. 1992] and [Tampieri 1993]. The solutions adopted

to date have restricted the use of discontinuity information to those from primary light

sources [Lischinski et al. 1993; Drettakis and Sillion 1996]; for subsequent light bounces

(secondary, tertiary etc.), approximate ray-casting approaches are used for visibility com-

putations in light transfer.

The new algorithm presented here allows the generation of accurate shadows for a more

general class of scenes, including those with dominant indirect illumination. To achieve

this goal we extend the Visibility Skeleton to support view calculation at vertices resulting

from subdivision, and to use a link-based storage mechanism which is more adapted to

a hierarchical radiosity approach. This extended structure is presented in Section 2. The

resulting structure allows us to select and insert discontinuity lines for all light transfers,

and to calculate exact point-to-area form-factors rapidly, using the visibility information

provided. These choices required us to develop a new hierarchical radiosity algorithm,

with gathering at vertices, based on embedded hierarchical triangulations allowing the

mesh to follow discontinuity lines. The details of this structure, and the novel push-pull

algorithm are presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we present the new hierarchical ra-

diosity algorithm using accurate global visibility and we present the new point-polygon

and polygon-polygon link data structures. In Section 5 we present the corresponding re-

finement processes and the visibility updates required for their use. In Section 6 polygon

subdivision and the perceptually-based refinement criterion are described. We then present

results of our implementation, as well as a discussion of relative limitations and advantages

of our approach, and we conclude.

2. THE VISIBILITY SKELETON

The Visibility Skeleton [Durand et al. 1997] is a data structure encoding all the global

visibility relationships in a 3D scene. It is based on the notion of visibility events.

A visibility event is the locus of a topological change in visibility. An example is shown

in Fig. 2(a) (taken from [Durand et al. 1997]). When the viewpoint moves from left to

right, vertex v as seen from the observer will no longer lie on the floor, and will now be on

the polygon adjacent to edge e. We say that there is a topological change in the view from
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Fig. 2. (a) An EV line swath, (b) The VEE node is adjacent to two line swaths (c) The graph structure induced

(Figure taken from Durand et al. [Durand et al. 1997])

A visibility event is a 1D set of lines: in Fig. 2(a) the EV event is the set of lines going

through v and e; it can be parameterized by the abscissa on e. We call the surfaces swept

by such sets of lines line swaths. Such swaths are caused by the interaction of an edge and

a vertex (EV swaths) or three edges (EEE) swaths.

The extremities of these 1D line sets are lines with no degrees of freedom: the extremal

stabbing lines. These are lines passing through four edges of the scene. Examples are

vertex-vertex (VV ) lines passing through two vertices, vertex-edge-edge (VEE) lines pass-

ing through two edges and a vertex (see for example Figure 2(b)) or 4-edge (E4) lines

passing through four edges.

This construction naturally defines a graph in line-space. The nodes are the extremal

stabbing lines and the arcs are the line swaths. The nodes of the graph are adjacent to a

certain number of arcs (swaths), which are defined in a catalogue for each type of node

[Durand et al. 1997]. Fig. 2(b) shows the adjacencies of a VEE extremal stabbing line and

two EV critical line swaths. The graph structure induced, consisting of a node and the two

arcs, is shown in Fig. 2(c).

Efficient access to the visibility information is provided by means of an n 2 array (where

n is the number of objects in the scene) indexed by the polygons at the extremities of the

swaths: A cell of the array indexed by polygons (P;Q) stores in a search tree all the line

swaths whose extremities lie on P and Q.

The visibility skeleton is the graph of line swaths and extremal stabbing lines together

with the array of search trees.

The construction of the Skeleton proceeds as a set of nested loops over the edges and

vertices of the scene to determine the nodes (extremal stabbing lines). First simple cases

(e.g., VV ) are found, and subsequent loops over the edges allow the identification of VEE

and E4 nodes.
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Once a potential extremal stabbing line is detected, it is tested for occlusion using ray-

casting. If an object lies between its generators, it is discarded. Otherwise a node is created.

The ray-casting operation also provides the extremities of the node.

Once a node is created, its neighbourhood in the graph is updated using the catalogue of

adjacent arcs. If an adjacent arc has already been created (because of its other extremity) it

is just linked to the new node; otherwise it is created and linked. The array of search trees

is used for efficient search of the existing arcs.

It is important to note that the line swaths are not actually constructed geometrically:

only the extremal stabbing lines are involved in the geometric construction. This makes

the algorithm more robust, since only ray-casting is needed, as opposed to traditional dis-

continuity meshing which requires complicated swath-polygon intersections [Drettakis and

Fiume 1994].

2.1 Extensions to the Visibility Skeleton

2.1.1 Memory requirements. The storage of the arcs of the Skeleton in a two dimen-

sional array incurs an O(n2) cost in memory. In the scenes presented in [Durand et al.

1997] half of the memory was used for the array, in which more than 95% of the cells were

empty! It is even more problematic when the scene is highly occluded such as in the case

of a building where each room sees a only fixed number of other rooms: the number of arcs

is only O(n). Moreover, for our lighting simulation, we will need to subdivide the initial

polygons into sub-patches and incrementally compute visibility information between some

pairs of sub-patches, but not all.

For these reasons we store the set of critical line swaths between two polygons on the

polygons themselves. Each polygon P stores a balanced binary tree; each node of this tree

contains the set of arcs between P and another polygon Q. This set is itself organized in a

search tree (see Figure 3). Each set of arcs is referenced twice, once on P and once on Q.

In the same manner, each vertex V has a search tree containing the sets of arcs between V

and a polygon Q (which represents the view of Q from V ). These sets of arcs are closely

related to the notion of links in hierarchical radiosity as we will see in Section 4.2.

For the scenes presented [Durand et al. 1997], this approach results in an average mem-

ory saving of about 30%. Moreover, we have ran our modified version of the visibility

skeleton on a set of scenes consisting of a room replicated 2, 4, and 8 times, showing

roughly linear memory growth for the skeleton. Using a binary tree instead of an array

incurs an additional O(logn) time access cost, but this was not noticeable in our tests.

2.1.2 Visibility Information at Vertices from Subdivision. To permit the subdivision of

surfaces required to represent visual detail (shadows etc.) on scene polygons, visibility

skeleton information must be calculated on the triangles created by the subdivision and the

corresponding interior vertices. The process is presented in detail in Section 5.

Since the visibility information is now stored on polygons and vertices (instead of in a

2D array), the generalization to subdivided polygons is straightforward. On each sub-patch

or sub-vertex, we store the visibility information only for the patches it interacts with.

2.2 Treating Degenerate Configurations

Computational geometry often makes the assumption that the scenes considered are in a

“general configuration”. Unfortunately, computer graphics scenes are very often highly

degenerate: many points are aligned, segments or faces are parallel or coplanar and objects
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Fig. 3. Summary of the visibility skeleton structure. Each polygon stores a search tree indexed by the polygons

it can see. For each pair of polygons, a search tree of visibility events is stored.

touch each other.

This results in degenerate visibility events; e.g., VVV extremal stabbing lines passing

through three aligned vertices, or E5 stabbing lines going through five edges.

These degenerate configuration cause duplicate line swaths and result in numerical in-

stabilities in the occlusion test of a potential extremal stabbing line. This line may then be

randomly discarded. Inconsistencies can thus appear in the neighbourhood of the corre-

sponding nodes of the graph. A consistent policy has to be chosen to include these nodes

and their adjacent arcs or not.

We first have to identify the occurrence of these problems. When a potential extremal

stabbing line is tested for occlusion, we also check for grazing objects. This requires a

simple modification to the point-in-polygon test used for the ray-casting occlusion test of

the potential extremal stabbing lines. We thus detect the intersection with a silhouette edge

or vertex.

We also have to deal with the aforementioned degenerate extremal stabbing lines. A

first possibility is to explicitly create a catalogue of all these degeneracies. This approach

however quickly makes the implementation intractable because of the large number of

different cases. We have chosen to always consider the simplest configuration, that is the

one in which we have the smallest number of visual events. For example, if four edges

E1, E2, E3 and E4 are parallel in that order, we consider that E2 occludes E1 and then E3

occludes E2 etc. The configurations to be treated are thus simpler and correspond to the

standard Skeleton catalogue of events. The problems of numerical precision are treated

using a consistent ε threshold for equality and zero tests.

3. IRREGULAR HIERARCHICAL TRIANGULATIONS FOR ILLUMINATION

In previous work (e.g., [Heckbert 1992; Lischinski et al. 1992]) it has been shown that

the creation of a mesh well adapted to the discontinuities in illumination results in images
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of high visual quality. Incorporating such irregular meshes into a hierarchical radiosity

algorithm presents an important challenge. As mentioned in Section 1.1.2, most previous

algorithms [Lischinski et al. 1993; Drettakis and Sillion 1996] addressing this issue have

restricted the treatment of discontinuities to those due to direct (primary) illumination.

The core of the problem is that two conflicting goals are being addressed: that of a simple

regular hierarchy, permitting straightforward manipulations and neighbor finding and that

of an essentially irregular mesh, required to represent the discontinuity information. The

first goal is typically achieved using a traditional quadtree structure [Hanrahan et al. 1991]

and the second typically by a BSP-type approach [Lischinski et al. 1993].

In previous approaches, discontinuity information and accurate visibility were incorpo-

rated into constant-element hierarchical radiosity algorithms. In the case of the Skeleton,

this would be wasteful, since we have all the necessary information to compute exact form-

factor from any polygon in the scene to any vertex (see Section 5 to see how this is also

true for vertices resulting from subdivision). Gathering to vertices introduces one impor-

tant complication: contrary to elements whose level in the hierarchy is clearly defined,

vertices are shared between hierarchy levels.

As a solution to the above issues, we introduce hierarchical triangulations for hierarchi-

cal radiosity. Our approach has two major advantages over previous hierarchical radiosity

methods: (i) it adapts well to completely irregular meshes and this in a local fashion (tri-

angulations contained in triangulations), avoiding the artifacts produced by splitting edges

of a 2D BSP tree and (ii) it allows gathering to vertices by a “lazy wavelets”-type (or sub-

sampling) construction (see the book by Stollnitz et al. [Stollnitz et al. 1996] pp 102–104

and 152–154). It preserves a linear approximation to radiosity during the gather and the

push process of the solution.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 4. Hierarchical Triangulation Construction. Notice how the triangles are overall well shaped but also well

adapted to local detail. (a) Scene geometry: the leftmost polygon is illuminated by the area source on the right

pointing leftwards. (b) First level of subdivision for the leftmost polygon (green). (c) Second level (blue). (d)

third level (red).

3.1 Hierarchical Triangulation Construction

Our hierarchical triangulation construction has been inspired by that of de Floriani and

Puppo [De Floriani and Puppo 1995]. As in their work we start with an initial triangulation,

which is a constrained Delaunay triangulation (CDT). The CDT allows the insertion of

constrained edges into the triangulation, which are not modified to satisfy the Delaunay
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property and thus remain “as is”. Each triangle of the initial triangulation can be subdivided

into a sub-triangulation, and so on recursively. At each level, a CDT is maintained.

An example of such a construction is shown in Figure 4, clearly showing the first advan-

tage mentioned above. As we can see, the triangulation maintains well-shaped triangles

everywhere in the plane, while providing fine details in the regions where this is necessary.

The representation of such detail induces irregular subdivision at the finer levels.

Our hierarchical triangulation is “matching”, in the sense that edges split across two

levels of a triangulation are done so at the same point on the edge. At the end of each

subdivision step an “anchoring” operation is performed by adding the missing points in the

neighboring triangles, thus resulting in a conforming triangulation across levels required

for the push phase of hierarchical radiosity.

(a) (b) (c)

"matching"

(d)

Fig. 5. The “matching” constraint for the Hierarchical Triangulation. The sequence shows subsequent segment

insertions. The dashed lines show the insertions performed to enforce the “matching” constraint.

As mentioned above, vertices are shared between different levels of the triangulation.

The initial level of a triangulation is an HPolygon, which contains an HTriangulation child

once subdivided, where the prefix H represents the hierarchical nature of the construction.

To transmit neighborhood information between levels (for the matching operation), we

use a special HEdge structure. An HEdge is shared between hierarchy levels by all edges

which correspond to the same segment. It contains pointers to sub HEdge’s when it is

subdivided. To perform a matching operation we determine whether the edge on which

we insert a point p has already been split. We then add the new points corresponding to

the previously split vertices, and split the HEdge at the point p. The neighbouring triangle

can thus identify the newly inserted sub-HEdge’s from the shared HEdge. For example,

in Figure 5, after the subdivision of the lower left triangle in Fig. 5(a), the HEdge shared

between the two triangles notifies the upper right triangle that the edge has been split, and

facilitates the matching operation as shown in Fig. 5(b).

3.2 Linear Reconstruction of Illumination using Hierarchical Triangles

The second advantage, that of linear reconstruction of illumination across irregular meshes,

requires the use of a “lazy-wavelet” or “sub-sampling” type construction. Lazy wavelets

provide an elegant formalism for a simple approach: a piecewise linear approximation is

refined through the addition of new sampling points [Stollnitz et al. 1996].
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As mentioned above, in our hierarchical triangulation representation of radiosity, ver-

tices will be shared between hierarchy levels. As a consequence, traditional push-pull

procedures [Hanrahan et al. 1991] cannot be directly applied.

To understand why, consider the 1D example shown in Fig. 6. Segment v avb is illumi-

nated by two light sources S1 and S2. Assume that initially both light transfers are refined,

and vertex v1 is added. This results in the configuration of level 1 (Fig. 6). The light trans-

fer with S2 is further refined with the addition of v2 on the right, thus splitting segment

v1vb. Finally, the light transfer from S1 is refined on the left, with the addition of v3.

To determine the light contribution of S1 in the interval [v1;vb℄ we interpolate between

the values transfered by S1! v1 and S1! vb, which are “represented” at level 1. However,

for light S2, we must interpolate in the subinterval [v1;v2℄ using the transfers determined

by S2 ! v1 and S2 ! v2, and in the subinterval [v2;vb℄ using the values determined by

S2 ! v2;S2 ! vb, all of which are “represented” at level 2. Thus v1 is shared between

level 1 and level 2. As a consequence traditional push-pull procedures with gathering at

elements rather than vertices cannot work, since they require that an element clearly belong

to a certain hierarchy level.

level 2

va v1 vb
v2

S1 S2

∆B2

radiosity
function

triangle
hierarchy

light
exchanges

level 1

va v1 vb

S1 S2

∆B1
level 0

va vb

S1 S2

v3

∆B3

Fig. 6. Consistent multiresolution representation with lazy wavelets. Instead of storing radiosity values, we

store the difference of the radiosity values at refined vertices.
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A naive solution would be to duplicate vertex v1 to differentiate exchanges simulated

at different levels of the hierarchy. This however is not sufficient, since it is unclear how

to perform the push operation. In particular, assume that we had one representation of

v1 for level 1 and one for level 2. It is unclear where the transfers S 1! v1 and S2 ! v1

should be stored. If S1! v1 is stored at level 1, we can interpolate correctly in the interval

[v1;vb℄ to perform the push onto vertex v2. However the value will no longer be available

at level 2 to enable the interpolation between v3 and v1. In a symmetrical manner, we need

S2! v1 to perform the interpolation at level 1 for the interval [v a;v1℄ and the push on v3,

and at level 2 for the interpolation in the interval [v 1;v2℄. With gathering at vertices and

linear interpolation, it no longer makes sense to speak of a transfer at a given level of the

hierarchy.

We use lazy wavelets to provide a solution to these problems. Instead of storing the

actual radiosity value, at refined vertices we store the radiosity difference as shown in Fig.

6. This is the difference between the radiosity value at the current level and the interpolated

value of the immediate ancestor. This provides a multi-resolution representation, since

certain light transfers are refined more in the appropriate regions with the addition of new

links.

The push procedure is then straightforward: To compute the total radiosity at a vertex,

we interpolate the value of its ancestor, and add the radiosity difference. We obtain the total

value at this vertex, which is thus recursively pushed down the hierarchy in a breadth-first

manner.

This construction is directly applicable to the 2D case, by using barycentric coordinates

(or bilinear for quadrilaterals) for the interpolation. We thus can simply perform a push

operation on a hierarchical triangulation with gathering at the vertices.

Note however that it is slightly more involved to compute the difference of a light trans-

fer than the total light transfer. Section 4.2.2 will deal with this problem through the use of

“negative” links.

The pull computation is simpler, since we pull values to the triangles. At each triangle

leaf, the value given is simply the average of values at the vertices (after the push). An

intermediate node receives as a value the area-weighted average of its children triangles,

as in standard hierarchical radiosity.

The advantages of this approach are that we can now create a consistent multi-resolution

representation of radiosity over the hierarchical triangulation, while gathering at vertices.

In addition, the push operation maintains a linear reconstruction of the radiosity function

down to the leaf level.

4. VISIBILITY-DRIVEN HIERARCHICAL RADIOSITY:

ALGORITHM AND DATA STRUCTURES

The hierarchical triangulation structure is one of the tools required to effect visibility-

driven hierarchical radiosity. In particular, we can efficiently represent the irregular light-

ing discontinuities in a hierarchical structure. In addition, the information contained in

the extended Visibility Skeleton provides exact and global visibility information. As a

consequence, we can compute exact (analytical) area-to-point form factors for any light

transfer, direct (primary) or indirect. The information contained in the Skeleton arcs (i.e.

the visibility events affecting any light transfer) also allows the development of intelligent

refinement criteria, again for any exchange of light.

In what follows we present our new algorithm which uses the extended Skeleton and the
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hierarchical triangulations for efficient refinement and accurate light transfer.

4.1 Algorithm Outline

Our new algorithm is outlined in Fig. 7. It begins with the creation of the Visibility Skeleton

for the given scene, using the improved link-based approach (Section 2.1.1). After this step,

we have all the information available to calculate form-factors from each polygon to each

(initial model) vertex in the scene. In addition, polygon-polygon visibility relationships

are available directly from the skeleton, thus obviating the need for initial linking (i.e. only

necessary links are created). After computing the form-factors of the initial polygons to

the initial vertices, a “gather” step is performed to the vertices, followed by a “push-pull”

process. In practice we perform a fixed number of iterations; however it would be possible

to iterate to convergence, since these iterations are not computationally expensive.

Note that even at this very initial phase, the form-factors at the vertices of the scene are

exact. To bootstrap subdivision, we first insert the maxima of the light source illumination

functions into large receiver polygons (procedure insertMaxima(), see also Section 6.2).

visibilityDrivenHR

f
computeSkeleton() // compute the Visibility Skeleton

computeCoarseLighting() // 3 gather push-pull

insertMaxima() // insert the maxima of light sources into meshes

while( !converged() ) do

subdividePolygons() // Refine the polygons using visibility info

refineLinks() // Refine the links using visibility info

gatherAtVertices() // Gather at the vertices of the Hierarchical Triangulation

pushPull()

endwhile

g

Fig. 7. Visibility Driven Hierarchical Radiosity

Once the system has been initialized in this manner, we begin discontinuity based sub-

division (subdividePolygons()) and link refinement (refineLinks()). Using the global visi-

bility information, we are capable of subdividing surfaces by following “important” dis-

continuities. After the completion of each subdivision/refinement step, a gather/push-pull

operation is performed, resulting in a consistent multi-resolution representation of light in

the scene.

In the following discussion we use the terms “source” and “receiver” for clarity. A

source is any polygon in the scene which emits or reflects light. For secondary or tertiary

illumination, for example, “sources” will be polygons other than the primary light sources

(e.g., the walls, ceiling or floor of a room).

In the rest of this section, we present the link data structures and discuss issues related to

form-factor calculation and multi-resolution link representation. In Section 5 we describe

the refinement process for links, and the details of visibility updates; in Section 6 we
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present the polygon subdivision strategy and the perceptually-based refinement criterion

used to effectively perform the subdivision.

4.2 Link Data Structures and Form-Factors

The central data structures used for our lighting solution are the links used to perform

subdivision and light transfers. In contrast to previous hierarchical radiosity methods, two

distinct link types are defined: point-polygon links which are used to gather illumination

at vertices, and polygon-polygon links, which are used to make refinement decisions and

to maintain visibility information while subdividing.

P

source

receiver

blocker

EV swath

class LinkPtPoly f
List<Arcs> Arcs

Polygon Src

float FF

g

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. (a) A point-polygon link used to gather illumination at vertex P. Note that all the arcs of the skeleton

between P and the polygon source are stored with the link, e.g., the EV swath shown. (b) The corresponding data

structure.

4.2.1 Point-Polygon Links. As mentioned above, the skeleton provides all the informa-

tion required to calculate the exact area-to-point form-factor from any polygon in the scene

to any vertex. By updating the view information as shall be discussed below (Section 5.3),

we extend this capacity to new vertices created by subdivision.

There are numerous advantages to calculating illumination at vertices. When computing

radiosity at patch centers, the result can be displayed as flat shaded polygons. To provide

a more visually pleasing result, the radiosity values are usually first extrapolated to the

patch vertices and then interpolated. Inevitably, this introduces many artifacts in the ap-

proximation of the original radiosity function. In addition, it is much cheaper and simpler

to compute exact polygon-to-vertex form-factors than polygon-to-polygon form-factors.

Computing radiosity at vertices was first introduced by Wallace et al. [Wallace et al. 1989]

in the context of progressive refinement radiosity. For hierarchical radiosity, the fact that

vertices can be shared between different levels renders gathering at vertices more compli-

cated.

A point-polygon link and the corresponding data structure are shown in Fig. 8. The

point-polygon links are stored at each vertex of the hierarchical triangulations. A point-

polygon link stores the form-factor calculated, as well as the arcs of the visibility skeleton
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(visibility events of the view) between the point and the polygon. An example is shown in

Fig. 8, where the EV swath is stored with the link between point P and the source polygon.

source

receiver

blocker

N

γ0

γ1
γ2

γ3

R2
R1

R0

R3

P

Fig. 9. Geometry for the calculation of a form factor

The point-area form factor is computed analytically using the formula in e.g. [Baum

et al. 1989]. Consider Fig. 9.

FP;source =
1

2π
~N �∑γi

~Ri�~Ri+1

k ~Ri�~Ri+1 k

The sum is evaluated using the arcs of the skeleton stored in the point-polygon link. ~Ri

and ~Ri+1 correspond to the two nodes (extremal stabbing lines) of the arc.

Fig 10 shows an example of form-factor computation with the Visibility Skeleton; the

computation is exact. For comparison, the average (relative) error is given using ray-

casting and a jittered grid sampling on the source (both the kernel and visibility are evalu-

ated by Monte-Carlo). Note that 36 rays are needed to have a mean error of 10%; numerical

error on the form-factor is being measured. As expected from stratified sampling the con-

vergence rate is about O(n�
3
4 ) [Mitchell 1996], since the function to be integrated is only

piecewise continuous because of the visibility term. In Section 7.2.1 we will show the

effect of this accuracy on the image quality.

4.2.2 Multi-Resolution Link Representation. To maintain the multi-resolution represen-

tation of radiosity in the hierarchical triangulation, we require the representation of ∆B as

described in Section 3.2, for the push phase of the push-pull procedure.

When a new vertex is inserted into a receiver polygon, “negative links” are created, from

the source to the three vertices of the triangle containing the newly inserted vertex †. These

links allow the direct computation of ∆B as follows:

∆B = Bl � ∑
i=0::2

ci Bi
nl ; (1)

where Bl is the radiosity gathered from the positive link, B i
nl is the radiosity gathered

from the negative links and c i are the barycentric coordinates of vertex Pi. An example of

negative links is shown in Fig. 11(b).

†In practice, these are simply pointers to the previously existing links.
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Skeleton 4 rays 16 rays 36 rays 64 rays 100 rays

time 0.07ms 0.5ms 1.7ms 3.8ms 6.7ms 10.4ms

error 0 50% 20 % 9.6% 7.6% 4.6 %

Fig. 10. Example of Form-Factor computation from the white point on the floor to the area light source using the

visibility skeleton and ray-casting with jittered sampling. The hidden part of the source is hatched. The Visibility

skeleton timing does not include the visibility update (about 0.13ms per link on average for this image).

source

receiver

(a)

source

receiver

(b)

negative
links

P
0

P
1

P
2

Fig. 11. (a) A newly inserted point (in black) and the point-polygon link to the source; the vertex points to the

(b) three new negative links to the source used for the ∆B representation.

The entire gather/push-pull process is illustrated in Fig. 12. Note that the field child of

an HPolygon is the associated triangulation.

4.2.3 Polygon-Polygon Links. The polygon-polygon link is used mainly to determine

how well the light transfer is represented, in a manner similar to that of the links in previous

hierarchical radiosity algorithms. This information is subsequently used in the refinement

process as described below.

A polygon-polygon link stores visibility information via pointers to the point-polygon

links (two sets of three links for a polygons pair) between each polygon and the vertices of

the other polygon. A polygon-polygon link is illustrated in Fig. 13, with the corresponding

point-polygon links from the source to the receiver.
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Gather ()

f
for each vertex v

∆Bv = gather(positive linksv) - gather(negative linksv)

g
Push (HPolygon poly)

f
if child(poly) == NULL return

for each vertex v in triangulation child(poly)

Bv = ∆Bv+ interpolation (poly, v)

for each triangle t in triangulation child(poly)

Push(t)

g
Pull (HPolygon poly)

f
if child(poly) == NULL

Bpoly = average of Bv, for all v vertex of poly

return

for each triangle t in triangulation child(poly)

Pull(t)

Bpoly =average of Bt , for all t in child(poly)

g

Fig. 12. Gather and push-pull

source

receiver

source

receiver

(b)(a)

class LinkPolyPoly f
List<LinkPtPoly> ptPolyLinks

Polygon Src

g

(c)

Fig. 13. (a) A polygon-polygon link used to estimate illumination transfer between two polygons (b) The

polygon-polygon links store pointers to the 6 corresponding point-polygon links: 3 of them (source! receiver)

are shown here (c) The corresponding data structure.

Note that in the case of a subdivided polygon, all the neighboring triangles of a vertex v

share all the point-polygon links related to v.

5. LINK REFINEMENT

Now that the link data structures have been described in detail, we can present the link

refinement algorithm. Note that the process is slightly more involved than in the case of
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standard hierarchical radiosity (e.g., [Hanrahan et al. 1991]), because the subdivision is not

regular and the existence of the two link types requires some care to ensure that all updates

are performed correctly. This section describes how the links are actually refined.

5.1 Refinement overview

Consider a light exchange from a source polygon to a receiver polygon. Because we gather

radiosity from the polygon at the vertices, two kinds of refinement can be necessary.

—Source-refinement if the radiosity variation over the source polygon is too high,

—Receiver-refinement if the sampling on the receiver is too coarse.

The link refinement algorithm is straightforward: for each polygon and each of its

polygon-polygon links, the link is tested for refinement. If the test fails, the link is refined

and the new point-polygon and polygon-polygon links are created. Finally, the visibility

of the link is updated. The refinement test uses a perceptually-based refinement criterion,

based on the visibility information contained in the extended Skeleton (see Section 6.4).

Note that since we compute exact point-to-area form factors, the source refinement cannot

be caused by the inaccuracy of the form-factor computation. It can only happen because

the radiosity of the source is not uniform, i.e., if a receiver-refinement has occured on the

source in another exchange.

(a)

source

receiver

source

receiver

(b)

new polygon-
polygon link

source

receiver

(c)

Fig. 14. Receiver refinement: (a) Original polygon-polygon link (b) Insertion of a point on the receiver and one

of the three new polygon-polygon links created (c) The additional point-polygon link to the source.

5.2 Source and Receiver Refinement

The first type of refinement is that of a source. If the representation of radiosity across the

source is considered insufficient for the given transfer (i.e., the variation of radiosity is too

high across the source), the link will be refined. Note that the geometric subdivision of

the source has occured at a previous iteration, typically due to shadowing. New polygon-

polygon links are created between the original receiver and the sub-triangles of the source.

New point-polygon links are created for each vertex and each source sub-triangle, and the

corresponding visibility data is correctly updated (see Section 5.3).

The second type of refinement is that of the receiver. For example, in Fig. 14, a point

is added to the receiver. As a consequence, the triangulation is updated and three new
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polygon-polygon links are added. One of these is shown in Fig. 14(b). In addition, a

new point-polygon link is created, from the point added on the receiver to the source

(Fig. 14(c)).

5.3 Visibility Updates

Each refinement operation requires an equivalent update in the visibility information con-

tained in the point-polygon links. We again distinguish the two main cases, source refine-

ment and receiver refinement.

(a) (b)

source

receiver

blocker

source

receiver

PP

source

source

blocker

blocker

blocker

Fig. 15. Source visibility updates. The dashed arrows (lower part) represent the limits of the visible part of the

source used to compute the form-factors. (a) The point-polygon link before subdivision and below the corre-

sponding view of the source (b) One of the 4 new point-polygon links due to subdivision and the four new views.

The black circles correspond to new nodes of the Skeleton.

In the case of source refinement we need to update the existing visibility information

contained in the new point-polygon links. Since the visibility information of such a link

can be represented by the view of the source from the receiver point of the link, all that

needs to be done is the update of the link with respect to the new source sub-triangles. For

example, in Fig. 15(a) the original view from point P is shown in the lower part of the

figure. Once the polygon-polygon link is subdivided, four new views are computed, shown

in the lower part of Fig. 15(b). The new point-polygon links now contain the references

to the skeleton arcs (swaths), corresponding to the parts of the view affected. For example

the leftmost source sub-triangle is completely unoccluded from P and thus no arcs are

stored. For the others, the intersections of the previously existing arcs and the source sub-

triangles result in new skeleton nodes (corresponding to the black circles in Fig. 15(b)). The
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corresponding arcs are then subdivided. The new nodes are adjacent to these subdivided

arcs. Note that all visibility/view updates are performed in 2D.

Refining a receiver is more involved. When adding a point to a polygon, a new view

needs to be computed. We use the algorithm of the Skeleton construction which is robust.

The only difference is that we use the blocker lists defined by the arcs stored in the initial

point-polygon links instead of the entire model. Since the number of polygons in any given

blocker list is relatively small, the cost of computing the new view is low. An example is

shown in Fig. 16(a)-(b), where the point P is added to the receiver. In Fig. 16(b) we see

the point and the new point-polygon link, and in Fig. 16(c) the newly calculated view is

illustrated. The black circles correspond to newly created nodes of the skeleton.

The case of full visibility is detected using the information contained in the polygon-

polygon links. The visibility update is then optimized: no new arc is computed and the

unoccluded form-factor is used, thus saving time and memory.

(a) (c)

source

receiver

blocker

source

receiver

(b)

P

source

Fig. 16. Receiver visibility updates: (a) The initial configuration. Blocker information is contained in the

source-receiver link. (b) A point is added to the receiver, creating a new point-polygon link. (c) The new view of

the source computed at P. The blocker lists are updated using this computation.

(a) (b) (c)
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receiver

source
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(d)

vini

vnew

source

receiver

???

Fig. 17. Receiver refinement with visibility events (this solution was not implemented). (a) We start with a view

at one of the initial vertices. (b) We walk across the receiver to the new vertex. Here we cross a vseb event. vs

begins to be hidden by the blocker. (c) We obtain the view at the new vertex. (d) In the case of touching objects,

no information can be kept while crossing the interface between the two objects.
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5.4 Alternative Visibility Updates

Visibility updates could be performed using the information encoded in the Skeleton, start-

ing from the view at one of the initial vertices, then walking to the new vertex and updating

the view each time a visibility event is crossed (see Fig. 17). This method is however hard

to implement, and suffers from robustness problems if the visibility events are not crossed

in a coherent (if not exact) order. Moreover, the case of touching objects complicates the

problem furthermore since no information can be kept while walking “under” a touching

object.

vr

vb

vs

e

source

receiver

discontinuity

Fig. 18. Degeneracy due to discontinuity meshing. The receiver is split along discontinuity vse, causing a

degenerate vsvbvr extremal stabbing line.

5.5 Treating Degeneracies

Subdividing along discontinuities induces degenerate viewpoints. For example in Fig. 18,

we subdivide the receiver along the discontinuity v se. The view from vr has a degener-

ate vsvbvr extremal stabbing line. To treat it coherently, we store with each vertex of the

triangulation the extremal stabbing line which caused it (which is possibly null). This is

a simpler and more robust alternative to the ray-casting modified for grazing objects de-

scribed in Section 2.2. The treatment of the degeneracy then proceeds in the same manner.

A different alternative would have been to slightly perturb the point position to avoid

those degeneracies. Two reasons have prevented us from doing so. First, discontinuity

meshing allows us to delimit regions of umbra (full occlusions), regions of full visibility,

and regions of penumbra. The two first region types require coarser subdivision than the

latter. If we perturb the point position, some regions which should have been totally in the

umbra will have a very small part in the penumbra, and need more subdivision. Second,

point perturbation would cause numerical precision problems.

6. POLYGON SUBDIVISION

We have now seen how link and visibility information is updated during the light propaga-

tion process. Evidently, link updates are a consequence of a refinement decision, based on

an appropriate criterion. We have chosen to use a perceptually-based refinement criterion.
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In what follows, we first review basic concepts of perceptual mapping which we use for

our refinement criteria. We next present the polygon subdivision process, and then detail

the perceptually based refinement criterion which we have used for our algorithm.

6.1 Perceptual Just Noticeable Difference

The work in the field of perception provides us with two important features. First, it per-

mits the conversion of radiometric quantities into displayable colors while preserving the

subjective impression a viewer would have when observing the real scene. Second, it al-

lows us to use error thresholds related to the error an observer is able to perceive, which

are thus easy to set.

The human eye can deal with a very high dynamic range, while computer displays are

usually limited to a 1 to 100cd=m2 range [Gibson and Hubbold 1997]. The eye adapts itself

according to the luminosity of the scene being looked at. This explains why we are able to

see dark night scenes as well as very luminous sunny scenes. The tone mapping operation

deals with the transformation of high range radiometric quantities into low range display

colors, while trying to provide the viewer with the same impression as the real scene. One

obvious and simple method is to divide all quantities by the maximum radiosity of the

scene. The problem with this approach is that if the light source intensity is halved, the

scene will look exactly the same, though we would expect it to seem darker.

Fig. 19. Effect of Ward’s tone-mapping on the same scene with different light source intensities. Note how

details remain perceptible while the impression of darkness or luminosity is preserved.

Ward’s contrast preserving tone mapping operator [Ward 1994] deals with this problem.

A simple scaling factor s f is used for the whole scene which depends on the maximal

displayable luminance Ldmax and the world adaptation level Lwa which is usually the log-

arithmic average of the scene luminosity without primary light sources. In what follows,

all intensities are expressed in candelas=meter2 (a candela is a lumen=steradian [Ward

1994]). The scaling factor s f is then given by

s f =
1

Ldmax

�
1:219+(Ldmax=2)0:4

1:219+L0:4
wa

�2:5

.

Fig. 19 demonstrates the effect of this operator on a given scene with different source

intensities.

We use a technique similar to that of Gibson et al. to compute the adaptation level [Gib-

son and Hubbold 1997]. We use a static adaptation level which is the average radiosity of

the scene. However, since we use hierarchical radiosity as opposed to progressive radios-

ity, we do not have to rely on an estimate involving the average luminance and reflectance.

Instead, at any step we use the average radiosity value of the polygons of the scene. This
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is why we start the radiosity computation with several gather steps to compute a coarse

estimate of the light distribution.

The use of a global static adaptation level is only a coarse approximation of the human

visual system adaptation. As shown by Gibson et al. it gives a fairly good estimate of the

dynamic adaptation level [Gibson and Hubbold 1997]. More elaborate solutions could be

explored, such as the use of local adaptation levels computed using the average radiosity

in the neighbourhood of an object, and more involved tone-mapping operators could also

be used [Tumblin and Rushmeier 1993; Ferwerda et al. 1996] but this is beyond the scope

of this article.

Once the tone mapping operation has been applied, the admissible error can be set as a

given percentage of the maximum displayable intensity L dmax. Psychovisual studies [Gib-

son and Hubbold 1997; Murch 1987] have shown that the human eye is able to distinguish

a difference of 2%: this is the just noticeable difference. We will call the allowed error

εpercep, and in practice we will use εpercep = 2% for all our refinement criteria.

subdividePolygons() f
for each polygon r and each poly-poly link s to r

if shouldRefine Link(s;r)

refine source

for each polygon r and each poly-poly link s to r

if shouldRefine Link(s;r)

if iteration < 3

regularSubdivision( r ) // perform grid-like subdivision

else

find and insert discontinuities in r

complete subdivision at this level // create sub-triangles in meshes

g

Fig. 20. Polygon Subdivision

6.2 Polygon Subdivision

Our experiments have shown that subdividing along the discontinuities during the first

few subdivisions results in the creation of triangles with poor aspect ratios, inducing very

visible artifacts. For this reason, subdivision of the polygons is performed using a two step

strategy:

—During the first two subdivisions: The polygons are subdivided in a regular grid-like

manner. In particular, a regular grid is created as a function of size of the polygon being

subdivided.

—During the third and subsequent subdivisions: Insert shadow discontinuities or other

illumination detail. Discontinuities are added as constrained edges, and result in a mod-

ified triangulation.

This approach is similar in spirit to the approaches of Stuerzlinger [Sturzlinger 1994]

and Hardt and Teller [Hardt and Teller 1996] where the discontinuity meshing is, however,

used for display purposes only. The polygon subdivision algorithm is outlined in Figure
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20. In contrast to standard hierarchical radiosity, we cannot subdivide the polygons on-the-

fly when a link needs subdivision, because polygon subdivision is not uniform and has to

be performed along discontinuity curves. For this reason, we first consider all the polygon-

polygon links for a given polygon to decide if it requires subdivision, and to determine

which discontinuities will be inserted. After all discontinuities for a given receiver have

been inserted, the CDT is completed.

6.3 Maxima insertion

If we consider the radiosity of a light source as a function defined over a receiver, it has

been shown that subdividing a mesh used to represent illumination at the maximum of the

function can increase the accuracy of the radiosity solution [Drettakis and Fiume 1993].

We thus first compute the maxima of the unoccluded radiosity functions of the light sources

before the first refinement.

The maxima are computed only for important light-transfers (estimated using the disk-

disk formula [Hanrahan et al. 1991] and the perceptual metric). Given a receiver and a

polygon considered as a source, we use a gradient-descent algorithm to locate the max-

imum. Once the maximum is found, we compute the contribution of the source at this

point; if it is above εpercep the maximum is stored to be subsequently inserted in the mesh.

The radiosity of the receiver polygon is updated to take this maximum into account. That

is, a gather is performed at the maximum (before a link is created from it) to obtain a better

estimate of the light distribution that will be used for the first refinement.

The maxima are inserted as a separate initial step during the first subdivision. The points

of the regular subdivision which are too close to a maximum are not inserted. An example

was shown in Fig. 4(b), where the maximum corresponds to the point on the lower left

which is not exactly on the grid. We thus obtain nearly regular meshes with well shaped

triangles.

The maxima-search process is applied iteratively to take indirect illumination into ac-

count. The insertion of maxima of indirect sources is very important for example in Fig.

23, where the table (illuminated by the lamp) is the most important light source for the

upper part of the left wall.

6.4 Refinement Criterion

We distinguish two refinement criteria (or oracles): a radiometric criterion which accounts

for the variation of the unoccluded radiosity, and a visibility (discontinuity) criterion.

Moreover, the discontinuity criterion also guides the choice of the discontinuity curves

to be inserted.

The radiometric oracle estimates if the linear interpolation of the light transfer is “accu-

rate enough”. We sample the unoccluded form-factor (see [Baum et al. 1989] and Section

4.2.1) at the center of the patch and at the edge mid-points, and compare this to the lin-

early interpolated value. If the perceptually transformed difference is larger than ε percep,

we proceed with subdivision.

The principle of our visibility oracle is to estimate (as a percentage of the maximum

displayable intensity) the “shadow amount” cast by the blockers, that is the radiosity that

would be transfered without the blocker. Our refinement criterion thus has three steps:

unoccluded estimate, “shadow amount” estimate and “shadow sharpness” estimate.

Consider a receiver and a source. Recall that a source is any polygon in the scene,

considered as a source at this step of the refinement process. In what follows we refer to
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D(s)
source s

l
1 l

2

receiver r

blocker  b
1

blocker  b
2

D(r)
D(b)

Fig. 21. Refinement criterion geometry

Fig. 21, for the definition of all geometric quantities.

First, we compute an estimate of the unoccluded light transfer B unoc using the disk-disk

formula [Hanrahan et al. 1991]. As above, if the estimate is less than ε percep, the link will

not be subdivided.

Second, we consider each visibility event between the source and the receiver, and es-

timate the “shadow amount”. To do this, we estimate the part of the source potentially

hidden by the blocker by using the projected diameter of the blocker on the source to

estimate its projected umbra:

Dpro j(b) = D(b)�
l2

l1
.

The estimated percentage of occlusion is then:

occlu =
π
4
Dpro j(b)

2

Areasource

,

(clamped to 1). The “shadow amount” is:

shadow = Bunoc �occlu

.

If shadow is below εpercep, the visibility event is ignored.

Third, we estimate the sharpness of the shadow. The extent of the zone of penumbra is

approximated by projecting the diameter of the source onto the receiver:

D(penumbra) = D(s)�
l1

l2
.

If the size of the receiver is bigger than the zone of penumbra, then the receiver may

contain regions where the source is completely visible, and regions where the blocker
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projects entirely on the source. In the latter case, the fraction of occlusion is maximal and

approximated by occlu. The variation of radiosity on the receiver is thus equal to shadow.

Otherwise, we make the approximation that the radiosity varies linearly in the penumbra,

and the variation of radiosity on the receiver is then:

∆(B) =

�
shadow i f D(penumbra)> D(r)
shadow�D(r)=D(penumbra) otherwise

All the links containing visibility events with ∆(B) > ε percep will be subdivided. As

explained above, in the first two iterations subdivision will be regular. During the third and

later iterations, subdivision is performed by inserting the discontinuities with the highest

∆(B). This is the ranking phase of our algorithm, similar in spirit to that of [Hardt and

Teller 1996].

∆(B) is computed using l1 and l2 at the two extremities of the visibility event, and taking

the maximum. Note that the evaluation of these oracles is very rapid since the links and

events are pruned as soon as we can decide that they will not cause subdivision.

7. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

7.1 Implementation

We have used the C++ Visibility Skeleton implementation of [Durand et al. 1997], with the

extensions and changes described in Section 2. The scene polyhedra are represented using

a winged-edge data-structure and a pre-processing step is performed to detect touching

objects, which is a necessary step for the treatment of degeneracies.

The hierarchical triangulation has been incorporated into the same system. We use the

public domain implementation of [Guibas and Stolfi 1985] by Dani Lischinski [Lischinski

1994] for the constrained Delaunay triangulation. Each subdivided polygon contains a

triangulation QuadMesh.

On our test scenes, the algorithm spends most of its time on the visibility update, espe-

cially the calculation of the views at new vertices for the receiver refinement. For example,

for the Desk scene of Fig. 22, for the last iteration, the computation of the criterion and the

refinement of the mesh took 15 seconds, updating the visibility took 64 seconds, and the

gather/push-pull took 2.5 seconds.

We have chosen not to use textures in our examples since they usually hide the accuracy

of the lighting simulation.

7.2 Results

We present results for four different scenes. The first scene is a simple “Desk” scene,

containing 438 polygons and two large, powerful light sources (see Fig. 22). This scene

is used to illustrate the general functionality of our algorithm. The second scene contains

the same geometry, but with 8 additional small, powerful light sources. The two large light

sources have been turned down in intensity; we call this scene “Many Lights” (see Fig. 23).

This scene shows how our approach treats the case of multiple light sources effectively.

The third scene has been chosen to demonstrate the performance of our algorithm for

mainly indirect lighting. We chose a common example of a bedroom lit exclusively by a

small downwards-pointing, bed-side lamp. Most of the room is lit indirectly; this scene

is called “Indirect” (see Fig. 25). Finally, simply in the interest of showing a completely

different type of scene, we show the result of our approach on a “Village” scene, containing
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buildings and cars. The scene is lit overhead by a rectangular light (see Fig. 28). In what

follows we present various performance statistics as well as an informal comparison with

hierarchical radiosity using quadtree subdivision, but with improved refinement and error

bound strategies ([Gibson and Hubbold 1996; Lischinski et al. 1994]).

All times presented are in seconds on an R10000 195 MHz Silicon Graphics Onyx 2

workstation.

Before presenting the results for the complete algorithm, we present some interesting

statistics concerning the importance of accurate visibility for form-factor computation.

Image

Method exact (Skeleton) 16 rays

Total time 1min 19 1min 17

Image

Method 36 rays 64 rays

Total time 2min 02 3min 04

Table 1. Importance of the form-factor accuracy on a small scene of 246 polygons. The number of rays for the

indirect illumination is set to 4, while only the number used for direct illumination varies. In inset we show in

false color the difference with the skeleton solution in the perceptually uniform CIE L*a*b* color space.

7.2.1 Importance of accurate visibility. We have run some tests with approximate visi-

bility to judge the importance of the exact computation of the form-factors on the quality

of the images. We have slightly modified our implementation to compute the form-factors

using ray-casting on a jittered grid sampling of the source. In Table 1, the same method
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is used for discontinuity-based mesh subdivision for all cases shown. It is performed us-

ing the Skeleton, and the cost of the skeleton construction and update is not included in the

ray-casting timings, which report exclusively the cost of form-factor computation. As men-

tioned before (Fig. 10), inexact form-factor computation introduces significant error. The

visual consequences of this can be seen in Table 1. Moreover, the computation overhead is

significant if high quality is required because at least 64 rays are needed per form-factor.

Note that the effect on the images is particularly dramatic, because the subdivision in-

duced by the discontinuity meshing is not uniform. The thin triangles introduce very visible

artifacts. These results confirm those observed in [Drettakis and Sillion 1996].

Scene Pol Skel 1st 2nd 3rd Total Mem(ini/tot) links tris

Desk 444 2min 08 22s 16s 1min 14 4min 40/200MB 378K 46K

Many 492 2min 23 2min 38 55s 4min 27 10min 23 47/365MB 1546K 104K

Bed 534 4min 12 1min 25 58s 4min 35 11min 10 56/400MB 383K 43K

Village 312 45s 12s 7s 24s 1min 28 15/43MB 134K 28K

Table 2. Timing and memory results for the test scenes. The memory statistics shown are the initial memory

usage for the skeleton before any subdivision, and the total memory used after the subdivision for lighting.

7.2.2 General Solution. The images of Fig. 22 show the initial steps of the algorithm

as described previously. Fig. 22(a) is the result of three gather steps on the initial unsub-

divided scene. Note that at this point we already have a very crude approximation of the

global distribution of illumination in the scene, since the form-factors at the vertices are

exact. In Fig. 22(b) we see the first step which is a regular grid together with the maxima

of the light sources inserted into the mesh. Fig. 22(c) and (d) show the evolution of the

algorithm after two iterations. The shaded images without the meshes are shown in (d). In

(e) we show the discontinuities actually inserted. Note that these include discontinuities

for all light transfers (direct and indirect) and that their number is much lower than that for

a discontinuity meshing type approach (about 40% of the discontinuities caused by direct

sources have been inserted).

In Table 2 we show the statistics of scenes computed using our method. For the “Desk”

scene, we see that the total solution, including illumination, requires 4 minutes of com-

putation. The quality of the solution is very high, including well-defined shadows on all

surfaces. Note high quality shadows on the chairs and the table. The total number of

point-polygon links is 378,746, and the number of leaf triangles is 46,058.

7.2.3 Treating Many Lights. One scene type for which our approach performs partic-

ularly well is that of multiple sources. This is demonstrated by our second test scene

containing 10 lights and the same geometry as “Desk”. Fig. 23(a) shows an overview of

the scene as rendered by our new approach, and Fig. 23(c) shows a closeup of the floor.

The shadows due to the multiple sources are well represented in the areas when appropri-

ate. The perceptually based ranking algorithm has correctly chosen the discontinuities that

are of importance, since the combined influence of all sources is taken into account. This

is shown by the small number of discontinuities present on the floor in Fig. 23(d). From

Table 2 we see that 1.5 million links were used in this scene and the total computation

time was 10 minutes 23 seconds. Only 10% of the direct discontinuity segments have been

inserted.
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2min08 (skeleton calculation) 22s (1st iteration) 16s (2nd iteration)

(a) (b) (c)

1min 14s (4th iteration with discontinuities)

(d) (e)

(f) (g)

Fig. 22. Initial Desk Scene. In (a) we show the initial, unsubdivided scene. In (b) we show the first step which

includes the grid and the maxima, in (c) we show the second iteration and (d) show the results of the third iteration

which includes the discontinuity meshing. (e) shows the discontinuities actually inserted. (f) and (g) show the

hierarchical triangular mesh (first level in green, second in blue, and third in red).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 23. Many Lights scene: (a) the final image, (b) the discontinuities actually inserted. (c) and (d) a closeup

view of the floor.

As an informal comparison, we have compared to an implementation of hierarchical

radiosity with clustering with the refinement proposed by Gibson and Hubbold [Gibson

and Hubbold 1996] using the error bound propagation of Lischinski et al. [Lischinski et al.

1994]. For the Many lights scene computation with 1 million links, the computation time is

almost 2 hours (Table 3). In addition, the quality of the results is lower, since the multiple

shadows are much less sharp, or even missing (see Fig. 24). A much larger number of links

would be necessary to compute an image of similar quality to Fig. 23 using hierarchical

radiosity. Note that despite the fact that this method uses approximately the same number

of elements (110K vs. 104K for our method), the quality of the resulting images is much

lower.

Scene Pol 1st 2nd 3rd 4th Total Mem links elems

Many 492 1 hr 25 22 min 10 min - 1 hr 57 147 Mb 1098K 110K

Bed 534 11 min 37 min 6 min 25s. 54 min 94 Mb 903K 32K

Table 3. Comparative Timing and memory results for the test scenes using Hierarchical Radiosity with error

bounds [Lischinski et al. 1994] and Gibson and Hubbold [Gibson and Hubbold 1996] refinement.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 24. Hierarchical Radiosity comparative results for Many Lights scene: (a) the final mesh, (b) a general

view of the rendered scene (c) a closeup view of the floor.

7.2.4 Indirect Illumination. Accurate and efficient computation for indirect lighting is

another challenge for our approach. It is for this type of scene that we see the power of

our accurate form-factor and discontinuity ranking method. Previous approaches require

significantly longer computation time to achieve this level of precision for secondary illu-

mination.

This is illustrated with our third test scene (Fig. 25 and 26), in which light arrives from

the bedside lamp which is pointing downwards only (no light leaves from the sides or the

top of the lamp). Thus everything in the room above the level of the lamp is lit indirectly.

The algorithm uses a relatively small number of point-polygon links (383,715), and

manages to represent shadows generated by secondary illumination. Notice for example

the shadows of the right hand lamp or the books on the far wall in Fig. 25(d); these are

caused by illumination of light bouncing off the bedside table and the bed.

Another informal comparison is presented, using the same algorithm as described above

(based on [Gibson and Hubbold 1996; Lischinski et al. 1994]). Using almost a million

links, hierarchical radiosity takes a slightly less than one hour, and produces lower quality

results (see Fig. 27(a) and (b)).

Moreover, the advantages of our linear lazy-wavelet representation are well illustrated

on the overall view of the hierarchical radiosity solution. The left part of the back wall

is much lighter than the right part, with a strong discontinuity inbetween revealing the

quadtree nature of the mesh. This is because interpolation is applied as a post-process at

the finest level of subdivision; exchanges simulated at higher level are thus not correctly

interpolated.

7.2.5 Village Scene. A final scene of a village is shown in Fig. 28, to show that the

algorithm can be used for different scene types. Here the scene is lit overhead by a rectangle

and also by the head and rear lights of the cars.

8. DISCUSSION

Our new approach shows promising results in what concerns the representation of accurate

shadows, in particular for the cases of multiple sources and indirect lighting. However,

the method presented is not without limitations. We believe that it is worthwhile to review

what we consider to be the most important limitations and drawbacks as well as the most

important advantages and contributions of our approach.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 25. Indirect lighting scene: (a) Initial solution, (b) first iteration (c) second iteration (d) final image (e)

discontinuities inserted (the discontinuities inserted on the front wall are represented though this wall is backface-

culled) (f) hierarchical triangulation.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 26. Indirect lighting scene: (a) and (b) closeup of the right wall (c) and (d) closeup of the back wall. The

lower part of the wall is directly illuminated by the left lamp (which is not visible on this image), while the upper

part is indirectly illuminated by the left table. Note the indirect shadows cast by the books and the right lamp.

8.1 Limitations

Two major limitations of this work can be identified, the first is high memory consumption

and the second is numerical robustness problems of the algorithms used.

The memory usage of the skeleton data structure is high, and can often have quadratic

growth in the number of input polygons, depending on the how complex the visibility

relations are between polygons. Even for simple environments, our method uses very large

amounts of memory (see Table 2). To make our approach practical for large scenes, it is

evident that we need to adopt one or a combination of the following strategies: lazy or on-

demand skeleton construction, divide-and-conquer strategies (similar to e.g., [Hardt and

Teller 1996]) or a clustering approach allowing a multi-resolution representation. Some
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(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 27. Hierarchical Radiosity comparative results for Indirect Lighting scene: (a) the final image, (b) and (c)

a closeup view of the right-hand wall.

ideas in these direction can be found in the Section 9 on future work.

Numerical robustness and the treatment of degenerate cases are important issues. De-

spite the simplicity of the construction algorithm which is based on ray-casting for node

determination, degenerate cases can cause problems. As discussed in Section 2.2 we have

been able to reliably treat most of these. Nonetheless, in the case of subdivision, many vi-

sual events coincide, causing problems of coherence both for the ray-tracing step (for node

creation) and the adjacency determination. These problems are particularly evident in the

case of view updates. A coherent and consistent treatment of degeneracies is planned, but

is a research topic in itself and beyond the scope of this paper (see Section 9). Insertion
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(a) (b)

Fig. 28. Village scene (a) final image (b) discontinuities actually inserted

of points in the mesh also causes problems, especially during subdivision due to numerical

imprecision. Symbolic calculations instead of numerical intersections could potentially

resolve most of these problems.

8.2 Advantages

The visibility-driven hierarchical radiosity algorithm introduced here has many advan-

tages. First we achieve visually accurate shadows using discontinuities and exact point-

to-polygon form-factors, for both direct and indirect illumination. The new hierarchy of

triangulations data-structure, the novel two link types and the multi-resolution point-area

link representation allow accurate linear reconstruction of radiosity over irregular meshes.

The global treatment of visibility and discontinuities permits the definition of an efficient

refinement oracle. Using a perceptually based method to estimate shadow importance, our

refinement algorithm has proven to be very efficient for previously hard-to-handle scenes

such as scenes lit with multiple light sources and scenes lit mainly by indirect light. As

part of an informal comparison, we have seen that Hierarchical Radiosity uses more com-

putation time to produce much lower quality results, as would be expected.

Approaches such as that of [Lischinski et al. 1993] based on discontinuity meshing

have difficulty with large numbers of light sources, since the number of discontinuities

becomes unmanageable very quickly. This has consequences both on computation time

and on robustness in the construction of the discontinuity mesh. For similar reasons, no

discontinuity-based hierarchical lighting algorithm has been proposed previously in which

discontinuities are treated for indirect light transfers.

9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a new hierarchical radiosity algorithm using the extended Visibility

Skeleton. We have extended the Skeleton by replacing the n 2 table representation of the

nodes and arcs by a structure of hierarchical links from polygons to polygons (and ver-

tices to polygons). We have introduced update algorithms permitting the maintenance of

consistent views at vertices added to a polygon due to subdivision, as well as the resulting

sub-faces.

These extensions result in a powerful data structure which permits the computation of

exact point-to-polygon form-factors for any vertex/polygon pair in the scene, and which

provides detailed visibility information between any (sub)polygon-(sub)polygon pair.
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We have introduced a novel hierarchical radiosity algorithm using this structure, based

on a “lazy wavelet” or “sub-sampling” type multi-resolution representation. The basic data

structure used is a non-uniform hierarchical triangulation, which consists of a hierarchy of

embedded constrained Delaunay triangulations. By maintaining radiosity differences at

subdivided vertices, we introduce a linear “push” step, resulting in higher quality radiosity

reconstruction at the leaves. A new, perceptually-based, discontinuity driven refinement

criterion has also been introduced, resulting in hierarchical subdivision of surfaces well

adapted to shadow variations. The results of our implementation show that we can generate

accurate high-quality, view-independent solutions efficiently. The results also show that

our approach is particularly well suited to previously hard-to-handle cases such as multiple

light sources and scenes lit almost entirely by indirect illumination.

Future Work

As was the case with the initial Skeleton work [Durand et al. 1997], memory usage remains

the major limitation of the visibility skeleton. It is clear that a clustering-type approach is

required, which will allow us to apply our algorithm to the parts of the scene where it is

required. The idea would be to compute a visibility skeleton inside each cluster and ap-

proximate visibility skeletons between clusters. The challenge is to define this approximate

skeleton, since clusters are not opaque objects.

Moreover, we believe that this clustering approach is a promising way of solving the

robustness problem. If the objects are grouped into clusters of a given size, it is easier to

set an epsilon for the computations inside this cluster and decide which error is acceptable.

In addition, since the number of objects would be almost constant inside clusters, specific

verification algorithms could be applied.

The advantage of the skeleton construction is that it is local, and thus can be built in a

“lazy” or even “on-demand” fashion. Using to-be-defined criteria, we could compute only

the parts of the visibility skeleton related to “important” light transfers. This information

could be deleted once used, thus dramatically reducing the memory requirements.

The skeleton could also be used for Monte-Carlo methods. In the case of standard

Monte-Carlo techniques, the inherent random nature of the sampling makes it hard to take

coherence into account. However, more recent approaches such as quasi Monte-Carlo

radiosity [Keller 1996], photon maps [Jensen 1996] or Metropolis light transport [Veach

and Guibas 1997] could be coupled with the skeleton for a better exploration of the path

space.

Extending the skeleton and the resulting illumination algorithm to dynamic scenes is

another promising research direction. The notion of visual events can be extended to tem-

poral visual events, for example when one line goes through five edges of the scene.
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